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Hydrogen is THE topic right now. GIE contributes to the debate 
by providing perspectives from Transmission System Operators, 
Storage System Operators and LNG Terminal System Operators!

Hydrogen has the benefit that it can be developed along several 
pathways like clusters, dedicated backbones or blending, 
reflecting national starting points!



Benefits of the gas infrastructure for integrating 
hydrogen

Transmission 
Pipelines

• Single hydrogen pipeline 
can transport 10-20 
times more energy than 
an electricity cable1

• Repurposing pipelines at 
10-35% of costs that 
would be required for 
newly built hydrogen 
pipeline2

Storage Sites

• Salt caverns, depleted 
fields and acquifers in the 
EU could already today 
have a theoretical 
potential of storing 60 
TWh hydrogen3

• Gas storages are at least 
100 times cheaper than 
electricity storage costs in 
batteries4

Terminals

• Retrofitting and 
repurposing LNG 
Terminals at lower costs 
(compared to investments 
into new terminals) that 
contribute to enable the 
intra-EU trade 
and non-EU imports and 
exports of hydrogen 
and hydrogen carriers 

1)https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5d3f0387728026000121b2a2/t/5e85aa53179bb450f86a4efb/1585818266517/2020-04-01_Dii_Hydrogen_Studie2020_v13_SP.pdf
2)https://gasforclimate2050.eu/sdm_downloads/european-hydrogen-backbone/
3) https://gie.eu/index.php/gie-publications/databases/storage-database
4)https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5d3f0387728026000121b2a2/t/5e85aa53179bb450f86a4efb/1585818266517/2020-04-01_Dii_Hydrogen_Studie2020_v13_SP.pdf

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5d3f0387728026000121b2a2/t/5e85aa53179bb450f86a4efb/1585818266517/2020-04-01_Dii_Hydrogen_Studie2020_v13_SP.pdf
https://gasforclimate2050.eu/sdm_downloads/european-hydrogen-backbone/
https://gie.eu/index.php/gie-publications/databases/storage-database
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5d3f0387728026000121b2a2/t/5e85aa53179bb450f86a4efb/1585818266517/2020-04-01_Dii_Hydrogen_Studie2020_v13_SP.pdf


Repurposing: A project example 

Reallabor „Energiepark Bad Lauchstädt“ –
Technical aspects

 Providing renewable hydrogen 

 via an H2 storage site

 to an industrial cluster 

 via repurposed natural gas pipeline

 Total length: 20 km

 DN 500 / DP 63 bar

 Planned DP for hydrogen transportation: 30 bar



Repurposing: A project example 

Reallabor „Energiepark Bad Lauchstädt“ – costs

 Estimated costs: 7,5 Mio EUR
 incl. newly-built gas pressure regulating and flow metering stations and connection to the existing B2B hydrogen network 

in Mitteldeutschland

 A comparable newly-built system would cost: 33 Mio EUR

The repurposing of this existing natural gas pipeline for the transportation of 
hydrogen is 80% less than the construction of a newly-built system. 



GIE calls for an appropriate regulation of hydrogen 
infrastructure

• Coherent legislative framework with the existing EU Gas Legislation! 

• Dynamic regulatory approach at European level! 

• Financial framework that guarantees support for infrastructure conversion 
and construction of new infrastructure!



GIE looks forward to discussing with you the most appropriate 
scheme for regulating the hydrogen infrastructure!

Thank you for your attention!



ACER (Agency for the Cooperation 
of Energy Regulators)

Dennis 
Hesseling
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Future regulation for 
hydrogen 
infrastructure

Dennis Hesseling – ACER Head of Gas

GIE Energy Days
19 May 2021, virtual



Magnitude of future H2 market highly uncertain

Source: Making the Hydrogen Economy Possible: Version 1.0 April 2021, Energy Transition 
Commission



Investment needs: divergent visions on a future H2 network

AFRY identifies only 4 pure H2 corridors in Europe in
selective locations, seeing no justification for creating a
larger, pan-European hydrogen network.

Gas TSOs vision: EU H2 Backbone vs. “no-regret” corridors (industrial clusters)

European H2 Backbone study estimates CAPEX of 
repurposed and new lines at €27-64 billion by 
2040 (75% converted NG pipelines, 25% new H2 
pipelines).

Source: ‘Extending the European Hydrogen Backbone’, p. 3. Guidehouse, April 2021



Whilst early intervention avoids lock-in …
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Here, taking lessons from early gas market integration efforts across Europe ...



… Over-regulation may risk or halt developments
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The merits of dynamic (gradual) regulation
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https://acer.europa.eu/Media/News/Pages/ACER-and-CEER-recommend-when-and-how-to-regulate-pure-hydrogen-networks.aspx


Relying on an EU-wide regulatory approach (1)
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Relying on an EU-wide regulatory approach (2)
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@eu_acer
linkedin.com/in/EU-ACER/

info@acer.europa.eu
acer.europa.eu

Thank you.
Looking forward to further discussions.

The views expressed in this presentation are the views of the speaker and do not necessarily reflect the views of the European Union Agency for the 
Cooperation of Energy Regulators, or of any of its Boards.
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A Future Regulation for Hydrogen Infrastructure –
Where are we today?

• Urge to establish the integration of scenarios, plans and systems
• Energy market regulation has achieved liquid, competitive and 

secure gas markets across the EU – serving the interests of EU 
industry and consumers.

• Hydrogen and natural gas seem to share a number of characteristics 
• infrastructure development challenging in times of NIMBY
• integrated system of IPs, terminals, storages connected by pipes
• used by multiple types of producers and consumers, 
• transporting commodity, facilitating efficient trading

• Decision: If not today, what would be the right time for regulation?



A Future Regulation for Hydrogen Infrastructure –
What are the barriers?

• Uncertainty of arrangements for building, repurposing and retrofitting
• how to finance hydrogen networks in an unbundled world,

i.e. during a long build up phase and based on short term bookings only
• how to make natural gas assets available to hydrogen purposes without the option to 

mutualise hydrogen and gas network costs
• threat of non level playing fields (i.e. burdens for currently regulated TSO only)

• Uncertainty if and how gas TSOs can own and operate hydrogen networks.
• Need for a trustworthy EU-wide cross border climate value of energy market 

based on Guarantees of Origin (GOs) which can be traded separately to the 
underlying commodity.

• Silo-effect if integrated infrastructure planning between gas, electricity and 
hydrogen is not realised.



A Future Regulation for Hydrogen Infrastructure –
What are the next steps?
• For consumers’ security of supply and future market liquidity, it makes sense to aim for 

a consistent application of regulatory principles (unbundling, non-discriminatory 
Third-Party Access and transparency) to all network providers and for all types of 
hydrogen network (backbone/valleys/clusters) from the outset.

• Integration of infrastructure planning between gas, electricity and hydrogen to realise 
Energy System Integration

Promote a Level 
Playing Field

Avoid Diverging 
Practises

Protect Consumer 
Interests



Head of FSR Gas Area, 
Florence School of Regulation

Ilaria Conti
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• Meet foreseeable demand
• Link hydrogen demand centres/ 

'valleys’
• Off-grid transportation can be 

more efficient than pipelines
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A ‘no-regret’ approach to hydrogen infrastructure

Source: 
AFRY, 2020

…but H2 demand still uncertain

Ilaria Conti, FSR
Source: German Ministry of Environment 

Source: Agora Energiewende



Unsure when an EU-wide infrastructure will be needed. We recommend a 
gradual approach: 
1. The parallel development of H2 valleys and targeted re-purposing of 

existing pipelines. 

2. If/ when more valleys will be interconnected, and a backbone infrastructure 
be required, it should be suitably regulated and operated by regulated 
entities – H2 TSOs.

3. Until a backbone network is developed, introduction of some form of TPA 
should be considered for existing “private H2 networks”, in order to enable 
competition even at the H2 valley level.
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An evolving geography of consumption

Ilaria Conti, FSR



The Internal Hydrogen Market: TPA, unbundling and tariff regulation
Basic Principles of IEM

 The IEM rules for networks have served us well
 These basic principles – i.e. TPA, unbundling rules and non-discriminatory tariffs and transparency

– should apply to hydrogen networks from the beginning

Exemption and flexibility
 The IEM legislation already provide the appropriate flexibity regarding the basic principles, notably

via the exemption for ‘direct lines’, ‘closed distribution systems’ and special derogation for new
large infrastructure.

 These can be ‘finessed’ to fit the emerging hydrogen market and provide the necessary flexibility,
whilst ensuring the development of an integrated market, to avoid cherry picking and ensure a
secure system and a level playing field throughout the EU.

 However, the existing electricity and gas rules, including the Grid Codes, have evolved for a
mature large market. Therefore, these rules may need to be introduced progressively to reflect the
very different speeds and nature of the emerging hydrogen grid.
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Network rules

Ilaria Conti, FSR



The issue is not new…

“National entry–exit systems charging full cost for gas transportation plus - potentially - auction 
premium at intra-EU IPs, including applying distortive IP tariffs at certain borders, enhance 
market segmentation rather than market integration.”
- European Commission, Study on a Gas Market Design for Europe, 2018

‘In order to ensure the neutrality of TSO revenues the missing revenues would need to be 
allocated to the EU external borders, to domestic exit points as well as distributed in an 
Inter-TSO compensation mechanism. The Forum notes that an ITC mechanism needs to 
be agreed upon before considering whether to abolish the internal tariffs and stresses 
the challenges to agree on such a mechanism’
- Madrid Forum Conclusions, 2021

Tariff pancaking in the Internal Gas Market

Ilaria Conti, FSR



Alternative approaches to avoid tariff pancaking
Remove entry-exit charges on internal cross-system 

borders
Model 1

Model 2*

Recover the “missing revenues” 
for TSOs through an increase in 

exit charges to distribution 
systems and large end-consumers

Recover the “missing revenues” 
for TSOs through an increase in 

exit charges to distribution 
systems and large end-consumers 
and in entry charges at the EU 

external borders
* A similar model was proposed in the “Quo vadis” Study  



Thank you for your attention!
Ilaria Conti
Head of FSR Gas Area
Florence School of Regulation
European University Institute
Ilaria.Conti@eui.eu
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